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Foreword
This booklet outlines the performance of candidates in all aspects of this specification for 
the Summer 2019 series.

CCEA hopes that the Chief Examiner’s and/or Principal Moderator’s report(s) will be viewed 
as a helpful and constructive medium to further support teachers and the learning process.

This booklet forms part of the suite of support materials for the specification.  Further 
materials are available from the specification’s section on our website at www.ccea.org.uk.
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GCSE RELIGIOUS STUDIES

Chief Examiner’s Report

Overview

The overall standard in the examination was high and it was clear that the majority of 
candidates had been well prepared and taught by their teachers.  Most candidates were 
able to complete all questions and to achieve at a level commensurate with their ability.  
Examiners felt that the new structure of Questions 2 and 4, introduced last year, with two 
5 mark AO2 questions, instead of one 10 mark response, did enable a greater number 
of candidates to respond positively.  A few candidates still break the rubric by answering 
all questions in Section B and consequently answers to particular questions are often 
underdeveloped and short. 
It is important to emphasise to candidates that the Part (c) evaluation questions in Section 
B now require specific reference to the unit being studied and candidates are not able to 
access the higher mark levels if this reference is missing.  Candidates should also be familiar 
with religious terms and specialist religious vocabulary, particularly the terms used in the 
specification, as such terms are appropriately used in questions.
The following point has been made previously, but it is valuable to reinforce again to 
candidates.  When consideration of more than one point of view is required in evaluation 
questions, i.e. Questions 5 (c), 6 (c), and 7 (c), the higher levels of attainment are reserved 
for those who meet this requirement.  When there is no request for consideration of 
different viewpoints, as in the 5 mark evaluation questions, then full marks can be achieved 
by the development of a single perspective or position.

Assessment Unit 1 The Christian Church through a 
Study of the Catholic Church and 
One Protestant Tradition

Overview

The overall performance of this paper was very good and there was an increase in 
candidature compared to the previous year.  The standard of answer in the 5 and 10 mark 
questions was generally comprehensive, in particular where scripture or Church traditions 
and practices were to be addressed.  The paper was successful in allowing candidates of all 
abilities to respond positively and with accessibility to all questions.  Some questions had a 
very high standard of response in both Section A and B.  The 5 mark and 10 mark questions 
allowed candidates to reach the higher levels. 

Section A

Q1  This question was reasonably answered by most candidates with clear knowledge 
of the types, symbols and importance of Baptism.  Candidates were, for the most 
part, aware of the two types of baptism.  A small number of candidates were 
unaware of symbols specifically linked to the baptismal ceremony.  There was a clear 
understanding of the importance of baptism for Christians with many candidates 
making references to the example of Jesus and the early church leaders.  More able 
candidates provided comprehensive and relevant points identifying how adult baptism 
was better than infant baptism.  Other candidates applied meaningful counter 
arguments using a variety of Christian denominational practices. 
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Q2  Question 2 (a) was well answered by most candidates.  Question 2 (b) and 2 (c) were 
for the most part answered with a good degree of sophistication.  Many responses 
in Part (c) agreed with the statement of the church being out of touch with modern 
society with many identifying the secular nature of society and highlighting several 
issues religion and the church have not been able to influence people on such as 
abortion and homosexuality.  Some candidates successfully counter argued in both 
Parts (b) and (c).

Q3  Overall this question was answered successfully with clear understanding of events 
which unfolded during Holy Week and the purpose of Lent.  Some candidates 
explained the meaning of events rather than describing the events.  A few candidates 
described Psalm Sunday.  A small selection of candidates described Easter Sunday in 
Question 3 (b) rather than identifying the purpose of Lent.  Question 3 (c) allowed 
candidates to successfully showcase their knowledge and meaning of the role of 
Church festivals and their importance in the Church calendar for believers.

Q4  All parts of this question on St. Patrick were answered well.  Part (a) was particularly 
well answered.  Some candidates wrote very extensively about Patrick’s life and many 
gave an excellent chronological breakdown of his life.  Many responses identified 
key teachings and practices of St Patrick that Christians can learn and emulate from 
in Question 5 (b).  A small number of candidates referred to examples covered in 
Question 5 (a) but linked them to the question for Christians today with the most 
popular being his perseverance and commitment to his faith.  Question 5 (c) was 
well debated by many with responses identifying examples of how there is nothing 
religious about St Patrick’s day celebrations.

Section B

Q5  In Part (a) many responses gave a comprehensive overview of the qualities needed 
to be a good minister/pastor or priest.  Some referred to biblical teaching to back 
up their response. Part (b) was well answered with many candidates elaborating 
their answer in a sophisticated manner.  Part 5 (c) challenged all candidates.  Some 
were able to draw from scriptural examples such as Phoebe and Deborah.  Other 
candidates used the teaching of the Early Christian leaders and Jesus, in addition to 
Genesis, Galatians, Corinthians and Timothy.

Q6  Question 6 was the most popular question on the paper.  Part (a) was answered well.  
Answers were detailed and ordered with sound and comprehensive understanding of 
the order of events.  In Part (b) candidates summarized examples of how music and 
singing enhanced church services.  Other candidates linked scriptural teaching on the 
importance of praise singing to enhance relationships with God.  Part (c) was well 
answered by many candidates.

Q7  This question was well answered.  In Part (a) many candidates quoted scripture of 
the happenings on the Day of Pentecost.  Part (b) was well answered with many 
of the responses successfully quoting from Paul.  Part (c) responses demonstrated 
good knowledge of Early Church leaders as role models for Christians today.  Many 
responses identified the challenges individuals may face when attempting to convert 
others in a secular society.
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Assessment Unit 2A The Christian Church with a focus 
on the Catholic Church

Overview

The overall performance was very good and of a higher standard to the previous year.  
There was also an increase in candidature to the previous year.  The paper allowed those of 
different abilities to perform at their own level.  Generally, all questions were accessible for 
all candidates.  Some questions had a very high standard of response in both Section A and 
B.  The 5 mark and 10 mark questions challenged capable candidates to reach the higher 
levels.  Candidates for the most part responded positively across Section A and B where 
rubric violations were not infringed.

Section A

Q1  This question was reasonably answered by most candidates with clear knowledge 
of the key roles, symbols and importance of Baptism.  A small number of candidates 
were unaware of symbols specifically linked to the baptismal ceremony.  Some 
candidates struggled to identify the spiritual role that Godparents play and focused 
on secular roles.  In some responses, there was a lack of a general knowledge and 
understanding of some of the basic elements concerning the importance of the 
Sacrament of Baptism for Catholics.  More able candidates provided comprehensive 
and relevant points identifying how adult baptism could be more relevant than infant 
baptism.  Other candidates applied meaningful counter arguments.

Q2  The question on the Sacrament of Ordination in Part (a) proved difficult for some 
candidates.  Some candidates failed to identify the promise made by a priest and 
also who can receive the role of ordination where a common response was ‘men’ 
or ‘anyone who has been baptized’.  Others struggled to understand the symbols 
associated with the role of the ordination ceremony.  Candidates debated both 5 
mark questions well and several candidates gave good counter arguments to both 
questions.

Q3  Overall this question was answered successfully with clear understanding of events 
which unfolded during Holy Week identified by the majority of candidates.  Some 
responses explained the meaning of events rather than describing the events as 
stipulated in the question.  In Part (b), a small selection of candidates described the 
time Jesus spent in the desert rather than identifying the purpose of Lent.  Part (c) 
allowed some candidates to showcase their knowledge and meaning of the role of 
Church festivals and their importance in the Catholic Church for believers.

Q4  All question parts were answered exceptionally well.  Part (a) was particularly well 
answered.  Some candidates wrote very extensively about Patrick’s life and many 
gave a chronological breakdown of the life of St Patrick form his early life, his time 
as a slave, his mission and his burial at Saul.  Candidates identified key teachings and 
practices of St Patrick that Christians can learn and emulate from.  Many candidates 
referred to examples covered in Question 5 (a) but linked them to the question for 
Christians today.  Part (c) was well debated by many candidates.
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Section B

Q5  This was the least popular question in Section B.
 In Question 5(a) there was some confusion for a small number of candidates as to the 

five main types of prayer used during the Mass.  Many candidates achieved full marks 
by addressing the task with a clear focus on the specific main types of prayer.  In 
response to Question 5(b) candidates were able to draw on personal experience and 
topical debates to address some of the reasons why some Catholics find it difficult to 
pray.  In Part (c) many responses gave a balanced answer with a sophistication in both 
areas of the debate.

Q6  Candidates engaged well with Question 6 (a), with many writing from personal 
experience.  Part (b) on community cohesion challenged a number of candidates.  
Many candidates answered it comprehensively using specific examples, but some only 
produced general answers lacking focus on the nature of the explanation required.  
Part (c) allowed candidates to debate the statement, with some providing eloquent, 
reasoned and well substantiated answers.

Q7  Most candidates answered this question successfully with exceptional scriptural 
knowledge of the day of Pentecost.  In Question 7 (b) candidates discussed a variety 
of Saints with detail on their feast day.  Others discussed the suffering or miracles 
undertaken by Saints.  Question 7 (c) was well answered with most candidates 
providing comprehensive arguments to the statement with many connecting with the 
teaching of Jesus and scripture throughout their debate.

Assessment Unit 2B The Christian Church with a focus 
on the Protestant Church

Overview

Overall candidates had been well prepared for sitting this examination paper. 
The overall level of performance was good and of a similar standard to the legacy paper.  
The candidature was similar to the previous year.  The paper allowed those of different 
abilities to perform at their own level.  All the candidates were able to attempt all aspects 
of the examination paper.  In some of the questions there was a very high standard of 
response.  There were no problems with the application of the rubric.  Further work needs 
to be undertaken in applying appropriate knowledge to questions where the emphasis is on 
evaluating religious issues.

Section A

Q1  This question was well answered.  Part (a) allowed the candidates to make a positive 
start with the majority achieving full marks.  In Part (b) many detailed answers were 
given showing an in depth understanding of the importance of Christian baptism.  
Responses to Part (c) were of a high standard with a variety of important points being 
considered.  Many responses offered a balanced perspective.

Q2  The overall level of response was very good.  In Questions (ii) and (iii) of Part (a), 
some candidates were unsure of the meaning of the term “community cohesion”.  
Part (b) proved to be a challenging evaluation question.  Part (c) was well answered 
with many responses considering a wide range of issues such as the handling of moral 
issues and the style of public church worship.
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Q3  The overall standard of responses to Question (a) was good with the majority of 
candidates giving accurate descriptions of two appropriate events.  Candidates 
struggled with Part (b) with many discussing the importance of alternative Christian 
festivals.  Responses in Part (c) were of a very encouraging standard and candidates 
were able to discuss the issue in a coherent and competent manner.

Q4  This question was well answered.  Many of the responses in Part (a) were detailed, 
accurate and covered key events in St. Patrick’s life.  The majority of candidates 
were able to evaluate the statement in Part (b).  There was a good level of relevant 
information provided in an analysis of Patrick’s lifestyle and his teachings.  In Part (c) 
a greater emphasis was placed on the secular and political nature rather than the 
religious significance of St Patrick’s Day celebrations in the 21st century. 

Section B

Q5  In Part (a) there were some comprehensive descriptions of the main leadership 
roles in the Protestant denominations.  The question was applied to both church 
government at the highest level as well as at an individual church level.

 Either approach was acceptable.  Part (b) showed that candidates had a good 
understanding of the factors behind fewer people wanting to be ministers or pastors.  
Part (c) provided a good deal of lively debate covering a range of relevant arguments.

Q6  This question was very well answered.  In Part (a) candidates displayed a sound 
knowledge and as a result they gave accurate descriptions of the key differences 
between the two styles of worship.  In Part (b) some answers lacked depth.  In Part 
(c) candidates were able to cover a wide range of issues in a fluent and well organised 
manner.  Overall this question was the most popular with the candidates.

Q7  Answers in Part (a) were very good with accurate and detailed accounts of the 
coming of the Holy Spirit on the day of Pentecost.  In Part (b) candidates had a good 
understanding of the question and were able to apply Paul’s teaching to the church 
today.  The level of responses in Part (c) were of a very good standard.  Candidates 
used their sound knowledge of the key features of the Early Church and were able to 
analyse their suitability for Christian communities today.
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Assessment Unit 3 The Revelation of God and the 
Christian Church 

Overview

While there was an increase in candidature compared with previous years, there was a 
wider range of performance.  The paper was accessible for candidates of differing abilities.  
The majority of candidates attempted all the questions with only a small percentage failing 
to follow the rubric.
There was evidence that the majority of candidates had a positive experience in attempting 
this paper.  There were some who found the demands of paragraph answers and the longer 
questions in Section B to be too challenging.  Candidates need to use their knowledge of the 
specification on a wider scale when it comes to the evaluative questions which account for 
50% of the total marks. 

Section A

Q1  In most papers Part (a) was very well answered.  However some candidates had 
problems remembering Pentecost and being more specific with the importance of 
Saints’ Days.  In Part (b) most candidates were able to acknowledge preparation and 
hope in their responses but found it difficult or did not know how to explain why 
Advent was important.  The majority of answers in Part (c) were good but some 
candidates concentrated too much on either Christmas or Easter. 

Q2  Part (a) was very well answered.  In Part (b) some candidates struggled with this 
question.  Those gaining higher marks did so by applying their knowledge specifically 
to a scientific age rather than just modern times.  In Part (c) there was a tendency 
to repeat the responses given in Questiom 1 (c) rather than focusing on the other 
significant events in the life of Jesus. 

Q3  Overall the topic of baptism was well answered.  In Part (a) the Baptist church was 
the most popular choice.  Answers described both the actual service or concentrated 
on the symbolism involved.  Both approaches to the question were acceptable.  
Responses in Part (b) displayed clear and accurate explanations.  However, some 
candidates strayed from the question asked and concentrated too much on adult 
baptism.  Part (c) was generally well answered with candidates using a wide range of 
relevant and clear reasons. 

Q4  Part (a) was very well answered.  Descriptions were detailed and accurate.  In Part 
(b) greater use could have been made of specific parables to show their relevance for 
today.  In Part (c) there were some excellent responses with reference being made 
to the cost of discipleship and Jesus’ teaching about salt and light.  However, some 
candidates found the statement too challenging and gave only a basic response. 

Section B 
As in previous years candidates concentrated on the Bible based questions.
Q5  Part (a) produced a range of responses.  Some were very good providing clear and 

concrete examples.  Others drifted and concentrated too much on the value and 
impact of coffee mornings and mums and tots groups.  Part (b) was well answered 
with plenty of valid reasons being given.  The evaluation statement in Part (c) was 
relatively well answered by most candidates.  Arguments for and against were given.  
A good range of relevant examples were considered. 
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Q6  Part (a) was very well answered.  A small number of the candidature described the 
parable of the Pharisee and the tax collector.  In Part (b) the majority of candidates 
were able to give at least one relevant factor for the unpopularity of tax collectors.  
Part (c) differentiated between the different levels of performance.  Many candidates 
made an excellent attempt at this question despite there being limited responses 
on the opposing side.  They were able to give a relevant range of examples.  Other 
candidates struggled due to a lack of biblical knowledge.

Q7  In Part (a) there was a sound and largely accurate knowledge of the key events at the 
Last Supper.  Part (b) was well answered with reference being made to the physical, 
spiritual and mental strain that Jesus encountered during his time in the Garden of 
Gethsemane.  Part (c) was mostly well answered.  However, some candidates veered 
away from the statement and commented too generally on the example of Jesus 
rather than focusing solely on his suffering and death.

Assessment Unit 4 Christianity through a Study of 
the Gospel of Matthew 

Overview

There continues to be a small number of candidates who answer all questions on the paper, 
rather than selecting 2 out of 3 questions in Section B.  There was evidence of candidates 
possessing impressive knowledge and understanding of the Gospel of Matthew and 
demonstrating the critical skills of analysis and evaluation.  It proved to be an accessible 
paper and candidates were able to access the full range of marks available to them.

Section A

Q1   Part (a) was well answered by most candidates.  In Part (b) some candidates found 
it difficult to explain and illustrate why Jesus used miracles.  Responses to Part (c) 
were of a better standard, with many able to give an evaluative response as to why 
Christians should show love and respect. 

Q2  The short questions in Part 2 (a), which focused on the build-up to Jesus’ death, 
were answered well.  Part (b) was answered to a reasonable standard, with many 
candidates able to evaluate the importance of the Last Supper.  Answers to Part (c) 
were of a higher standard with many candidates developing an evaluation of the 
difficulty of events in Gethsemane compared to other challenges. 

Q3  Part (a) required a straightforward description of what happened in the parable of the 
unforgiving servant.  The majority of candidates were able to retell the parable with 
accuracy although some failed to realise it was after the king had forgiven the servant.  
In Part (b) most candidates were able to explain why parables were an important 
part of Jesus’ ministry.  In Part (c) candidates debated successfully whether Christians 
should always forgive.  Some candidates repeated material from Question 1 (c).

Q4  In Part (a) many candidates were able to give a full and accurate account, whilst 
others described the ascension or left this question out.  Part (b) was satisfactorily 
answered.  Answers to Part (c) debating whether actions rather than words are the 
best way to spread the Christian message today caused diverse responses.  Some 
candidates struggled to see that Jesus used both so both could work today.
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Section B

Q5  Part (a) provided a variety of responses.  Many candidates failed to recognise the 
Jerusalem aspect to the question and answered it with regards to Bethlehem.  Part 
(b) was answered to a reasonable standard with some candidates having a very 
good level of knowledge and understanding of the usage of prophecies in Matthew’s 
gospel.  Part (c) was answered satisfactorily with many candidates presenting both 
sides of the argument.  However, some candidates failed to refer to Matthew’s gospel.

Q6  Part (a) was well answered.  Part (b) on the importance of the Transfiguration 
for Peter, James and John, allowed some candidates to show its significance for 
these three disciples.  High level responses identified multiple reasons which were 
developed with explanations.  Part (c) was successfully answered.  Many candidates 
were able to evaluate the significance of the title Son of God and were also able to 
compare and contrast multiple other titles with this title.

Q7  In Part (a) many candidates showed a high level of knowledge about Jesus’ trial 
before the Jewish council.  In Part (b) many candidates were able to elaborate on 
why this trial before the Jewish council was unfair.  Part (c) provided a few impressive 
evaluative responses.  Many candidates expressed the view that Pilate was to blame 
for Jesus’ death but also considered that he wasn’t the only person.  High-level 
responses explored the idea of Jesus’ death as fulfilling Old Testament prophecy 
therefore Pilate was not to blame.

Assessment Unit 5 Christianity through a Study of 
the Gospel of Mark 

Overview

Overall, the candidates entered for this paper covered a very wide range of ability.  Some 
candidates were very familiar with specification content and could apply their knowledge 
and understanding effectively.  By contrast, some candidates appeared to lack knowledge 
of basic aspects of the course and some candidates found it difficult to outline stories 
from Mark’s Gospel.  Most candidates attempted all questions, but with varying degrees 
of success according to their ability.  Examiners also commented that there were very few 
rubric violations.  The paper discriminated well, and positive achievement was demonstrated 
at all levels of ability.

Section A

Q1  Part (a) on the parables was well answered.  In Part (b), the most successful responses 
reflected a good degree of understanding of the meaning of the parable of the sower.  
Candidates successfully identified what each seed represented.  In Part (c) many 
candidates presented very good reasoned arguments as to why the Kingdom of God 
should be open to everyone.

Q2  Part (a) of this question was successfully answered by most candidates.  Most 
candidates answered Part (b) successfully.  There were a wide range of examples 
used from Mark’s Gospel to support why it is acceptable for Christians to be wealthy.  
Candidates also identified how the love of money and materialism can hinder one’s 
relationship with God.  In Part (c), candidates gave some reasoned arguments as to 
whether the rewards of discipleship were greater than the cost.  Some candidates 
focused on the disciples in Mark’s Gospel in relation to the costs and rewards rather 
than considering discipleship today. 
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Q3  In Part (a) most candidates were able to accurately recall this healing miracle.  In Part 
(b), some candidates struggled to focus on what could be learnt from the attitude 
of the boy’s father with some only able to make one basic point.  In Part (c) most 
candidates gave more than one viewpoint for this question and the arguments 
presented were good.  Candidates identified that the miracles did not please 
everyone, and this was supported with relevant examples from Mark’s Gospel.

Q4  In Part (a) most candidates demonstrated good recall of Peter’s declaration at 
Caesarea Philippi.  Part (b) proved to be successful with most candidates showing a 
good level of understanding of the title Messiah as well as making references to other 
appropriate titles for Jesus.  The arguments presented were clear and well supported.  
Part (c) was well answered with some candidates referring to Jesus as being more 
than just a teacher by giving examples such as how he was a miracle worker and the 
Son of God.

Section B

Q5  This question was not a popular choice among candidates.  In Part (a) most candidates 
presented some accurate knowledge of the burial story however some confused it 
with the story of Jesus’ resurrection.  Part (b) proved challenging for some candidates 
as they did not focus on the significance of the woman finding the tomb.  Some 
candidates focused on the significance of Jesus’ resurrection.  Part (c) was well 
answered. 

Q6  Part (a) for the most part was reasonably well answered.  In Part (b) the majority 
of candidates demonstrated good knowledge and understanding of ‘coping with 
temptation’.  Successful responses showed a clear understanding of what Jesus 
taught about coping with temptation rather than just retelling the story.  Less 
successful responses reflected a basic understanding and referred only to Jesus’ time 
in the desert.  Most candidates responded very well to Part (c) with many providing 
sustained and reasoned arguments to support their viewpoints using examples from 
Mark’s Gospel.  Counter arguments were equally good as many candidates drew on 
examples not only from Mark’s Gospel but also from the modern era.

Q7  The majority of candidates responded well to Part (a).  Part (b) was very well 
answered with most candidates demonstrating good understanding as to why certain 
people were marginalised at the time of Jesus.  Some candidates responded very well 
to Part (c) of this question with the most successful responses using clear examples 
from Mark’s Gospel to support their views on whether they believed the teachings of 
Jesus were of more significance than his miracles. 
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Assessment Unit 6 An Introduction to Christian 
Ethics

Overview

The paper was fair and accessible to all candidates, allowing those of differing abilities to 
respond positively and at their own level.  The standard of answering was extremely high 
for some candidates.  However, there were candidates who appeared to be unfamiliar 
with some of the basic terms on the specification such as active and passive euthanasia or 
sanctity of life.  There was no evidence that candidates had insufficient time to complete 
the paper.  There seemed to be fewer rubric violations than last year, indicating that 
candidates had been well prepared by their teachers.  Most candidates responded well to 
the opportunity for extended writing provided in Section B.
For this revised specification, all the Part (c) answers in Section B must contain reference to 
Christian teaching, to access the full range of marks.  Some candidates had either forgotten 
this or not been made aware of the new requirement.  This resulted in marks being lost 
unnecessarily.
This year, Question 5 on the topic of abortion was the most popular choice, with Questions 6 
and 7 appearing to be equally popular with the candidates.
Overall, the candidates entered for this paper covered a very wide range of ability. 

Section A

Q1  This question provided a positive start to the paper for almost all candidates.  Parts 
(b) and (c) were generally answered successfully by most candidates with no evidence 
of any ambiguity.  Most candidates included relevant biblical material in their 
response for Part (b).

Q2  The short answer questions in Part (a) were answered successfully by the majority 
of candidates.  Part (b) allowed candidates to respond positively at their own level.  
In response to Part (b) many candidates gave well-formed and reasoned arguments 
to express their views on whether Bible teaching on helping people in need is still 
relevant today.  In Part (c), some candidates were not sure of what exactly fair-trade 
products were.

Q3  Part (a) was generally well answered and the majority of candidates could explain the 
process involved with IVF.  For Part (b) many candidates were well informed on issues 
such as doomed embryos and use of donors.  Some Part (c) responses were excellent 
and discussed surrogacy as an act of altruism versus commercial surrogacy.  The 
surrogate bonding with the child was also a feature of stronger responses.

Q4  On the whole, this question was a positive experience for the majority of candidates, 
with the questions discriminating effectively between candidates of differing abilities.  
In Part (a), a minority of candidates could give reasons how having a religious faith 
could help a person cope with terminal illness.  Many of the responses for Part (b) 
included a very good selection of evidence and personal evaluation.  In Part (c), most 
candidates were aware of the need to support their answer with reference to biblical 
and church teaching.
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Section B

Q5  This question distinguished effectively between candidates of differing abilities.  Part 
(a) was generally very well answered, but some of the less successful responses 
did not focus on the decisions to be made in the event of an unwanted pregnancy.  
Candidates were given credit appropriately, with high level marks awarded to the 
responses that fully addressed the question.  Part (b) was generally answered well, 
with the majority of candidates aware of Bible and church teaching relevant to the 
abortion debate.

 For Part (c), there were many high-level responses giving well-formed arguments 
and personal evaluation relevant to the question.  Discussing whether abortion 
should be legal in Northern Ireland was clearly a topic on which many candidates 
had strong views.  Many of the more successful responses showed a comprehensive 
understanding of the current legal situation in support of their arguments.  However, 
some of the lower level responses did not remain focused on the question, but simply 
gave arguments for and against abortion.  This again highlights the importance of 
candidates addressing the question.

Q6  In answering Part (a), many candidates displayed an impressive knowledge of the 
different types of punishment and were able to give an accurate description of each, 
often using relevant examples.  However, some of the lower level responses showed 
a lack of knowledge of the basic terminology required for this topic.  Almost all 
candidates made a positive attempt at Part (b), with some of the more successful 
responses making use of specific Bible and church teaching.  In responding to Part (c) 
most candidates were able to offer a personal response with some informed insights.  
The higher-level responses contained relevant material organised with a high degree 
of clarity and coherence, referring to a wide range of relevant issues.  Most candidates 
could give relevant arguments for or against the death penalty.  Overall, this question 
gave candidates the opportunity to respond positively and at their own level.

Q7  Part (a) was generally answered very well with all candidates who attempted 
this question aware of some of the different types of pacifism.  In Part (b) many 
candidates were familiar with the Just War theory, but some of the less successful 
responses were a list of points, rather than an explanation of how the theory sets 
guidelines for armed conflict.  There was a wide range of levels of response to Part 
(c).  Many candidates offered a sustained argument that made reference to Christian 
teaching on war.
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Assessment Unit 7 An Introduction to Philosophy of 
Religion

Overview

The overall performance of candidates in this unit was very good and candidates were 
generally well prepared.  The paper was accessible and allowed candidates of different 
abilities to respond positively.  Responses to the AO1 questions were generally answered 
very well and the majority of candidates were familiar with key terms on the specification 
such as reincarnation, immanence and an unknowable God.  The standard of AO2 responses 
was extremely high for some candidates.  However other candidates could have made their 
responses more explicitly relevant to the questions being asked.  The ten-mark evaluation 
questions in Section B of the paper allowed the more able candidates to access higher 
marks.  There were few rubric violations.  All candidates appeared to have sufficient time to 
complete the paper.

Section A

Q1  Part (a) allowed most candidates to make a good start to the paper.  Many responded 
well to the definitions on key terms associated with life after death.  However, some 
responses could have been less ambiguous e.g. heaven is more than simply ‘a good 
place’.  Part (b) was very well answered in many cases with candidates showing 
accurate knowledge and understanding of beliefs within Hinduism, the religion chosen 
by the majority of candidates.  Part (c) was answered well and a range of views were 
presented.

Q2  Part (a) questions were answered well by the majority of candidates, although again 
there were a number of very generic responses.  The AO2 responses in - (b) and (c) 
were generally answered well.  In Part (b), Paley’s analogy of the watchmaker was 
used as evidence in favour of an intelligent designer.  There were also some good 
arguments against.  Responses to Part (c) were very general in many cases and 
candidates could have made reference to specific religious ideas that are outdated or 
have continuing relevance.

Q3  In Part (a) many candidates presented accurate knowledge and understanding of 
teaching about a personal and immanent God.  Teaching on the Trinity was used 
to illustrate Christian beliefs.  Many candidates referred to Islam and Hinduism in 
Part (b) to describe how God is unknowable.  In Part (c) there were a variety of valid 
responses.

Q4  For Part (a) the majority of candidates were able to give a number of clear and 
distinct purposes of religious texts.  Better responses were able to cite examples from 
religious texts to develop the key points.  Some answers to Part (b) saw candidates 
write out all they knew about a religious leader.  As an AO2 question, better 
responses included good selection of evidence formed into well-reasoned arguments 
in relation to how religious leaders help us experience God.

 Some candidates were well informed on the issue of conflict due to religion for Part 
(c).  However, many struggled to connect this conflict to ‘strict obedience to religious 
texts’ as demanded by the question.
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Section B

Q5  In response to Part (a) of this question, some candidates listed different types of 
religious experience without linking these to the argument for the existence of God.  
Other candidates were very well prepared and referred to the Principles of Credulity 
and Testimony.  In Part (b) there were some very well-informed answers challenging 
this argument and candidates were clearly well prepared.  Part (c), while accessible to 
most candidates, did discriminate effectively between candidates of differing abilities.  
Some candidates misinterpreted the question and listed various arguments for the 
existence of God.

Q6  There was a range of responses to Part (a) with some giving elaborate accounts of 
miracles while others were very limited in depth.  Better responses didn’t just recall 
a miracle but explored how it revealed something about God.  Responses to Part (b) 
were generally very good and the majority of candidates were able to develop several 
reasons to explain how miracles can support a believer’s faith.  Part (c) allowed for 
differentiation with higher level responses showing a high degree of understanding of 
the connection between a miracle and ‘wishful thinking’.

Q7  Most candidates were familiar with human evil in Part (a) however some candidates 
simply listed a few examples without any development.  Part (b) was a very well 
answered question with many candidates very familiar with The Fall, the role of 
Satan and the idea of Free Will.  In Part (c), while many candidates were able to 
demonstrate how religion focuses too much on evil, many struggled with the concept 
of religion ‘celebrating life’.  There were some well-developed responses offering full 
consideration of different points of view.

Assessment Unit 8 Islam

Overview

The paper was accessible to all candidates and did allow for discrimination, giving some very 
able candidates the opportunity to achieve high marks.

Section A

Q1  This question on Muslim Belief and Practice was answered well by all candidates 
with clear evidence of knowledge especially concerning the Qur’an.  In Part (c) most 
candidates were able to respond to the statement giving valid reasons.

Q2  The short questions in Part (a) did not present difficulties for the majority of 
candidates.  The important characteristics of a good religious leader were also 
identified by most candidates in Part (b).  In Part (c) on the question of involvements 
of Muslim leaders in politics, many of the candidates interpreted this as giving the 
leaders an opportunity to promote their religion rather than for other social benefits.  
Credit was given for this interpretation.

Q3  The majority of candidates understood the preparations for, and celebration of, Eid-
ul-Fitr in Parts (a) and (b) as well as the religious significance.  There were fewer well-
argued responses on the question of time off work to celebrate religious festivals.

Q4  On the question of the characteristics of Sunni Islam, Part (a), some candidates had 
limited knowledge while others were well prepared.  In Part (b), the role of religion in 
causing conflict also proved difficult for a few candidates with many citing religion as 
a cause of conflict.  The concept of one religious leader who speaks for all Muslims in 
Part (c) elicited some good responses.
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Section B
Q5  This was the least popular question on the paper though one response on Sufi Islam 

was of the highest order and allowed the candidate to demonstrate their considerable 
knowledge and understanding of the subject using their informed insight effectively.

Q6  This question on Death and the After Life was answered well with Death and 
Mourning rites, Part (a) accurately known, and belief about life after death and 
judgement, Part (b), well understood.  In Part (c) the majority of candidates 
understood the statement and responded positively.

Q7  Some candidates had a limited knowledge of Sharia law Part (a) and this influenced 
their response to Part (b) on the relationship of the Prophet Muhammad to Sharia 
law.  Part (c) was answered well by the majority of candidates.

Both Questions 6 and 7 allowed the more able candidates to access higher marks.  The mark 
scheme proved to be both accurate and helpful.

Assessment Unit 9 Judaism

Overview

This paper was accessible to all candidates and there was evidence that the candidates were 
well prepared.

Section A

Q1  The knowledge questions in Part (a) proved successful for most candidates and in 
Part (b) the most successful candidates gave a good explanation of the importance of 
Shabbat for Jews.  In Part (c) many candidates gave some reasoned arguments on the 
statement with the more successful candidates giving well developed responses.

Q2  In Part (a) most candidates responded accurately to the short questions though in 
Part (b) the question on the written language of a sacred book proved difficult for 
many candidates.  The question on the relevance of older sacred texts in Part (c) was 
accessible to the majority of candidates with some very good responses.

Q3  On the issue of divorce, Part (a), most candidates showed understanding of Jewish 
weddings however fewer candidates understood the Jewish teaching or practices 
around divorce.  There was evidence of a good understanding as to why it is 
important for Jews to marry other Jews in Part (b).  The majority of candidates were 
able to respond to the statement in Part (c) though there were few well-argued or 
developed answers.

Q4  The majority of candidates were knowledgeable about how Judaism is practiced in the 
home, Part (a), while fewer were able to discuss the importance of praying together 
as a family in Part (b).  Responses to the statement in Part (c) was mixed with only the 
most able candidates accessing Level 3.
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Section B

Q5  This was the least popular question on the paper and was occasionally answered 
when a candidate broke the rubric.  There was limited evidence of knowledge of the 
Mishnah Part (a) nor understanding of the Talmud Part (b).

Q6  This was a popular question with candidates well prepared and offering good 
descriptions of the inside of a synagogue in Part (a).  There was also clear 
understanding of the role of the synagogue in Part (b) by the majority of candidates. 
Responses to the statement in Part (c) did prove challenging for a few candidates 
though a few candidates did access the higher levels of 4 and 5.

Q7  There was sound evidence of good knowledge of Jewish dietary laws in Part (a). 
Candidates were well prepared for Part (b) and had a good understanding of how the 
Prayer Shawl and Teffilin remind Jews of their religious beliefs.  The statement in Part 
(c) did elicit some good responses and was accessible to all candidates.

In general, there were some good responses to the paper and the pupils had been well 
prepared for the examination.
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